2019 Publisher Performance Report
A study of 50 different websites that used the Ezoic
platform for approximately one year starting in 2018.

Results

After one year, what were the average
improvements for these publishers?

Publishers see
significant growth
using Ezoic

We looked at 50 websites that started using Ezoic in early 2018 and
continued using the platform until January 2019. Sites in the study were
many different sizes, in separate content verticals, and based in countries
from all around the world.
Websites using Ezoic were able to grow at an unprecedented rate once they
started using the platform. On average, these sites saw dramatic increases in
website traffic and monthly revenue. Results included organic traffic and
organic keyword ranking improvements alongside substantial lifts in ad
session revenue and total monthly revenue.
The large average improvements in both revenue and traffic were driven by a
core group of publishers that saw exponential results; however, almost all
publishers saw unprecedented year over year growth using Ezoic. While the
Ezoic platform is not solely responsible for these improvements, Ezoic’s core
features can be credited as a driving force behind the results.

Averaging the all the results
The average website saw 90,091 more monthly
visitors after using Ezoic for 1 year
At the end of one year, the average site was
making $1,720 more revenue each month
After using Ezoic for a year, the average site
increased earnings per 1,000 visitors by $4.46
The average site added 1,222 organically ranked
keywords over the course of one year with Ezoic

About Ezoic

Ezoic is an all-in-one publishing platform that allows digital publishers to scale
intelligent decision-making on their websites easily. Publishers use Ezoic to
improve user experiences and increase website revenue by using machine
learning to adapt things like ads, layouts, and content to visitors on their websites
based on the results automated multi-variate testing.

Monthly Trafﬁc
Increased By...

+85%

Total Revenue
Increased By...

+259%

Avg. EPMV
Increased By...

+123%

New Organic
Keywords
Increased By...

+24%

“Ezoic is
enabling us
to grow
our business instead
of just meeting
the bills.”
Anita Campbell
Founder & CEO, SmallBizTrends

Contact Us
www.ezoic.com
E: support@ezoic.com

Data From Each Publisher
These 50 publishers represent the sample used to review the
progress of publishers that started using Ezoic in early 2018. All
of the publishers began using Ezoic in January of 2018 and
continued to use the platform until the start of 2019.

Sign-up for Ezoic at www.ezoic.com

